




















































































粋な著作は、詩人の語り手としての消滅を当然もたらす」« L’œuvre pure implique la 































































































































　　Ô ma parole en perte pure,








パンが « en pure perte » という「無駄に、利益を何ももたらさない」を意味する熟語の語順
を変え、その意味を「変質」させていることに注目したい。« pur » という形容詞は、
























0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
　　まるで二つの石の間で割られる




0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
　　　石は消え去った
























　　Les marges se resserrent autour de ton lingot aride















































































































それ故、絶望の瞬間ではない。詩篇「言葉」で、« en pure perte »「何の益ももたらさない」






















Je dis :  une fleur ! et, hors de l’oubli où ma voix relègue aucun contour, en tant que quelque chose 
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Variété III, Gallimard, 1936. Maurice Blanchot, « Le mythe de Mallarmé » in La Part du feu, Gallimard, 
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ENGLISH SUMMARY
Contemporary French poetry and Mallarmé
- Jacques Dupin and the “alteration” of Mallarméan poetics -
NAKAYAMA Shintaro
　Many post-World War II poets received the crucial influence of Stéphane Mallarmé, who was 
committed to radically challenging poetic language and the very notion of lyricism. Studies on the 
reception of Mallarméan poetics in contemporary poetry are still very rare, except in the case of Yves 
Bonnefoy, who has constantly questioned poetical modernity to elaborate a poetics of “presence”.
　The purpose of this study is to determine the modalities of the reception of the Mallarméan poetics by 
Jacques Dupin, one of the major post-war poets whose poetic work contributed to the evolution of 
contemporary lyricism. Dupin often quotes the verses and words of Mallarmé, especially in his early 
collections. We propose analyzing Gravir（1963, 1971）, paying attention to the process of “alteration”of 
Mallarméan images and with an emphasis on the “fictionality” underlying the language, to clarify the 
ambivalent relationship between Dupin and Mallarmé. The hypothesis I propose is that Dupin’s poetics is 
based on the Mallarméan poetics defining poetry as a kind of fictional and performative work, but 
modifying its poetical aim according to the “silent injunction”:  the fiction at Dupin is not devoted to the 
“musical” emanation of the “pure notion”, but to the uncovering of the unknown of the world, namely, to 
what, in the “infinite unanimous dissonance”, is raised against the language.
　Key Words: Mallarméan poetics, “alteration”, fiction, performative, “constellation”
